
tamales

Equipment:

small spoon
large wooden spoon
Large mixing bowl
steamer or tamalera

soak the corn husks in water for at least 2 hours. drain the 
beans if they are from the can and puree along with the hhf
roasted tomato pesto. we do not want this mixture to be 
watery, but more like a thin paste. 

make the masa harina according to the bag. It will call for
water and salt. I like to use hot stock instead of just water
and tend to add more salt.

using a large wooden spoon, whip the lard or shortening in 
a large mixing bowl while adding the pre made masa in three 
stages. 

drain the corn husks and pat dry. Using a spoon or your
fingers, spread a 1/8 inch layer of masa on the wider half of 
the husk. place the same amount of the bean mixture in the 
center of the masa leaving a 1/2inch on the top and bottom. 
gently roll the tamal into a log. Fold the remaining bottom
of the husk up on the open flap of the tamal. repeat.

4 oz. lard/shortening
16 oz. pre made masa 
follow directions on the 
masa harina bag
12-16 corn husks

16 oz. cooked beans
4 oz. hhf roasted 
tomato pesto
SALT & pEPPER

Ingredients:

Method:
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tamales

Steam the tamales for 15 - 20 minutes or until the masa has
stiffened and cooked all the way through. Once cooked, allow
to cool in the pot with the lid off for ten minutes before 
handling. unwrap, serve hot, and enjoy!

once all of the tamales are done, you can freeze some if you
would like. fill the steamer or the tamalera with enough 
water to steam for 15 - 20 minutes without running out. stack
the tamales standing up with the openings on top facing up. if
your steamer or tamalera is too big to keep all of your
tamales standing up, you can place a cup or bowl in the center
of the pot to take up the extra room and provide additional
support to keep the tamales oriented up while steaming.

keep in mind that you can stuff tamales with any kind of
filling. Pork, chicken, and beef are most common but ther
are plenty of vegetable tamales that are just as good if not
better in mexico and central america.
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